
Never Seen Me Fall

Kerser

Only thing that I know, these guys have seen it all
On my way to the top, you've never seen me fall
Never seen me fall, never seen me fall
Out of space, and I'm miles away

Still the same Kers but a little bit changed
On Centrelink before I had minimum wage
With a car that was shit, always needed a jump start
Give it to the boys when they needed a pump up
Fucked up, that's the way that it was
Say what you want, but I made it to the top
Fell down when the tabs took a toll
Ain't even on fire, I was actually cold
Fall back with the raw rap, all that
Never said that I sold drugs, or trapped
I was writin' on the bus, feeling poor, bad
With the girl everybody wanted, all that
What a shit fight, tryna get my shit right

Told 'em wait, I'ma be up in the big lights
Had 'em hatin' back then, in my teen years
Hard to cry when my eyes won't bleed tears
Thick skin, won't cut from a chainsaw
Sixteen, smoke shit, and my brain sore
Then I took pills, had memory loss
Through it all, never once did I forget who I was, God
Will you watch me, almost at the finish line
I don't know what to do when I finish mine
Seen it all, I'm ahead of the rap game
Leave me on the front, I can't be on the back page, away

Only thing that I know, these guys have seen it all
On my way to the top, you've never seen me fall
Never seen me fall, never seen me fall

Out of space, and I'm miles away
Miles away
Miles away
Miles away

Took a busload up to my first gig
Had people like, ah, that's who Kers is
I'm a wordsmith, man I got it all locked
Record labels tripped out, had 'em all locked
Before that, with a straw at a payphone
Just to make a few calls to my mates bro
Tell 'em come kick back, I'm in Back when Nebs made bangers that I'd burn
Or before that, recordin' at Blacktown
Mixtapes had to sell for the stacks now
Gone so far, just miles away
I wake up, I'm alive, gotta smile today, ayy
Tryna give a new view from my old view
You can have my old view, from a new view
Tryna give my new view a bit of limelight
Man, I'll let you be the judge if my mind right
In hindsight, always know I rhyme tight
Even back in days when I wouldn't sleep for five nights
But I'm clean now, sip a bit of lean now
Pop a couple pills, pass out on the beanbag



And my fans gotta know that I'm still here
All the weight that I held in a wheelchair
Seen it all, just had my back
'Cause at the end, I don't wanna just have the rap

Only thing that I know, these guys have seen it all
On my way to the top, you've never seen me fall
Never seen me fall, never seen me fall
Out of space, and I'm miles away
Out of space, and I'm miles away
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